John Doyle/@OptixEQ
TAMPA BAY Race 11 – March 10, 2018
G2 TAMPA BAY DERBY
#1 ARAZI LIKE MOVE (50/1 - TOSS) came up empty in the Pasco with no excuse C effort. He now tries two
turns and graded stakes company, plots as Q4 circle - win% only 4.2%. Pass.
#2 TIZ MISCHIEF (8/1 - VALUE CONTENDER) has improving OptixFIG pattern. He encountered TRAFFIC
in HolyBull which came back very strong race on OptixFIGs. He is a closer so he will need some pace help up
front. He PLOTs as Q2 Square on Surface/Distance and on Q2/Q4 border so he might be able to lay a little closer
to the pace today.

#3 VINO RUSSO (4/1 - KEY) ran in spots during Sam Davis. The track was speed favoring and this guy was
running on well late and GALLOP out strong. He gets blinkers and lasix for first time today so he maybe more
focused. Johnny V retains mount so if he could continue to build on that Sam Davis effort, he will be hard to
handle.

#4 GRANDPA KNOWS BEST (30/1 - BELOW) comes off 120d layoff and his OptixFIG of 91 in September
of 2-year old season suggests he is fast enough. He might need today’s race. Tampa Bay deep dirt track should get
some fitness into him, and, if all goes well, maybe he uses this as a prep for Keeneland’s Bluegrass.
#5 FLAMEAWAY (3/1 - SOFT) showed usual GRIT to hang on and win Sam Davis, but benefited from speed
BIAS track and a very soft early race shape (VS) . His OptixFIG of (101) was flagged, so it could be inflated. He
needs to settle behind #8 WORLD OF TROUBLE. If he tries to press that one, he most likely will regress. He is
not impossible, but his price will be most likely be shorter than in Sam F. Davis where things fell right.

#6 ENTICED (6/1 - VALUE CONTENDER) is cross entered in Aqueduct’s Gotham Stakes. He has nice small
incremental OptixFIG progression and no red NOTES on his form. He might have needed his last race the Holy
Bull. His KyJC-G2 two back was strong B+. He PLOTS well enough up on Y-axis so he should be just off first
flight.

#7 FREE DROP BILLY (7/2 - NO_VALUE) passed Fountain of Youth for today’s race. He is cross entered in
Aqueduct’s Gotham Stakes. Maybe the connections wanted to give him more time off the big Holy Bull OptixFIG
(102) off 91d layoff. The last time he ran a big OptixFIG (96) in the G1-Hopeful his OptixFIGs regressed for two
consecutive races. He will be bet off that last race/figure so he might lack value.

#8 WORLD OF TROUBLE (5/1 - NO_VALUE) tries route for the first time. He is very talented , but looks
more like a ONE_TURN horse to us. Sometimes these types can bottom out a field going 1 1/16m. He has definite ability and PLOTs as the speed of speed. Longer term, I’d rather see him at shorter distances versus classic
Triple Crown distances.

#9 UNTAMED DOMAIN (6/1 BOARD) - tries the dirt for the first time. Capable trainer has shown ability in the
past to get a developing 3 year old to transition from grass to dirt. No red marks on form, and according to
NOTES. He was slightly against the track profile in his return race last time. It’s real encouraging to see Eclipse
jockey make the trip with him to Tampa. The biggest concern is his tardy starts (SLOG, GATE in more than half
his starts) might put him too far back early and compromise him on the win-end, but viable in all other slots.

#10 QUIP (20/1 - EX) has room to improve, OptixFIG-wise, with maturity. He encountered uncomfortable trip in
strong KyJC race at CD. He could fall into decent stalking trip. He is not impossible, but just thinking he might
need today’s race.

#11 CALORIC (50/1 - TOSS) looks to slow and cheap. Most recent races were benefit of PERFECT trips. Pass.

Keyword
VALUE

Explanation
Value Contender with >= 20% chance of winning and odds >=
5-1

NO_VALUE No Value Contender with <= 20% chance of winning and odds <=
5-1
EX

Good underneath exotic horse usually at big odds >=10-1

KEY

Horse with >=35% chance of winning and non-favorite

BOARD

Horse consistently hit board and projects to hit it again today

ABOVE

Horses above line in spread race. It’s difficult to separate
contenders

BELOW

Horses below line in spread race. These are horses you don’t really
like but can’t toss.

TOSS

Horses that can be confidently eliminated from all vertical and
horizontal pools.

BAD

Bad favorite - play against somehow

SOFT

Vulnerable favorite good play against when you have VALUE
contender

LEGIT

Favorite is legitimate don’t try and play against

